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At the interaction point of a storage ring each beam is subject to perturbations due to the
electromagnetic eld of the counter-rotating beam. These perturbations lead to a limit of the
achievable luminosity in the storage ring. In [1] we investigated this limit in the framework of the
strong-strong picture using an analytical model that treated the beam as a one-dimensional ribbon
moving only in the vertical direction [2] presuming a Gaussian distribution in phase space. We
analyzed the instabilities by solving a linearized "Fokker-Planck equation" without the quantum
excitation term. In this paper we are going to generalize this model to the case of unequal betatron
tunes (i.e. the tunes of the rotating and the counter-rotating beam are dierent) and to the case of
alternating betatron tunes.
I. THE CASE OF UNEQUAL TUNES




of the two beams. We obtained




















































and a similar equation with the labels interchanged where we dened  to be the ratio of the (small) momentum
change after each turn in the vertical direction to the design momentum and f
1;2
to be the dierence of  
1;2
and the
equilibrium distribution in the limit of zero damping  
0
(J). All tunes and betatron functions refer to the perturbed















) = 1 (2)
Furthermore, L
x
is the horizontal width of the at beams, r
e
the classical radius of the electron and N the number
of particles in a bunch.
II. SOLVING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In order to solve the equations of motion we proceed in a similar way as before. The distribution for electron














f must be periodic in . Thus, we choose the ansatz
f
j














where the index j refers to either the rst or the second beam. Substituting 3 and 4 into 1 and evaluating the






















































































denotes the beta function at the interaction point one obtains the following relation for the g
l
's immediately































































In [1] we computed the perturbed tune  in terms of the design tune 
0
. We obtained















We can summarize the solution of the equations of motion by introducing a matrix that acts on a column vector
G
j
(one for each beam) which contains all g
l









We try to nd a matrix T such that
G(L) = TG(0) (13)
With












where R() is a diagonal matrix which has entries e
 2il














Beam-beam instability occurs if one of the eigenvalues of T has eigenvalues whose absolute value is larger than 1.
V. RESULTS





eigenvalues of T have an absolute value smaller or equal to 1. Except in g. V we converted the design tunes to
perturbed betatron tunes using eqn. 11.
VI. DISCUSSION





. The complicated substructure of the diagrams vanishes as one keeps increasing the damping by
synchrotron radiation. Already at  = 0:05 only the four most prominent resonances remain. Also one observes a
repitition of some characteristic patterns. This is not an excatly fractal behaviour because the width of the resonance
lines decreases in a non-linear way. The bending of the resonance lines is due to the dynamic tune. In g. V where we
omitted the correction of the tunes those resonances become straight lines. Above the top left (or the bottom right)








= 0:75 etc.) one can observe relativley large areas that are free
of instabilities.
4FIG. 2: Stability diagram for  = 0:10 and  = 0:00
FIG. 3: Stability diagram for  = 0:15 and  = 0:00
5FIG. 4: Stability diagram for  = 0:10 and  = 0:02
FIG. 5: Stability diagram for  = 0:10 and  = 0:05




refer to the perturbed betatron tunes instead
of the design tunes.
VII. THE CASE OF ALTERNATING TUNES
In [1] we presented a model according to which the beam is stable if the matrix T () dened as









has eigenvalues whose absolute value is smaller or equal to 1. We are now going to alternate between two tunes.
This can be done either by having two interaction points and two arcs that are designed for dierent tunes or by
superimposing another quadrupole eld to the eld generated by the quads such that the betatron tune changes after
each revolution. Other solutions are possible by using two beam pipes, for instance. The evolution of the Fourier
components g
l
after two revolutions is then described by the transfer matrix
~





Once again the beam is stable if the absolute value of all eigenvalues of this matrix is smaller of equal to 1.
VIII. RESULTS
The tables show various operating points that yield a stable beam according to the presented model. We have
neglected the inuence of synchrotron radiation. In the density plot the two axises show the two betatron tunes. The
regions are colored according to the highest allowed .
IX. DISCUSSION
The allowed beam currents become higher and higher as one tune approaches 0:5. The upper limit is not necessarily











































FIG. 7: Density plot showing the highest allowed  for a beam alternating between two tunes.












FIG. 8: Enlargement of the previous gure
above it is possible to double the beam currents if one can alternate between two tunes.
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